We study the "-approximation of linear multivariate problems de ned over weighted tensor product Hilbert spaces of functions f of d variables. A class of weighted tensor product (WTP) algorithms is de ned which depends on a number of parameters. Two classes of permissible information are studied. all consists of all linear functionals while std consists of evaluations of f or its derivatives. We show that these multivariate problems are sometimes tractable even with a worst-case assurance. We study problem tractability by investigating when a WTP algorithm is a polynomial-time algorithm, that is, when the minimal number of information evaluations is a polynomial in 1=" and d. For all we construct an optimal WTP algorithm and provide a necessary and su cient condition for tractability in terms of the sequence of weights and the sequence of singular values for d = 1. For std we obtain a weaker result by constructing a WTP algorithm which is optimal only for some weight sequences.
1 Introduction space whose reproducing kernel is K d (x; t) = Q d j=1 (1 + d;j minfx j ; t j g) : For such F d , the integration problem, i.e., approximating the integral S d (f) = R 0;1] d f(x) dx, is considered in 10]. More speci cally, tractability of Quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms is studied. In particular, it is proven that for weights independent of d, i.e., d;j = j , strong tractability holds i P 1 j=1 j < 1. Then the "-exponent of strong tractability belongs to 1; 2]. The proofs in 10] are non-constructive, i.e., we only know about the existence of such strongly polynomial-time Quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms.
In this paper we address similar questions for a general class of weighted tensor product spaces F d of functions of d variables and for general linear tensor product operators S d = N d j=1 S. More speci cally, we assume that F d is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space whose kernel is the product of one dimensional kernels, and S is a linear operator de ned over a reproducing kernel Hilbert space of functions of one variable. We de ne a class of algorithms which are called Weighted Tensor Product, or shortly WTP, algorithms. This class depends on a number of parameters. The values of these parameters are very crucial and the e ciency of WTP algorithms depends on them. WTP algorithms are a generalization of the algorithm proposed by Smolyak 11] for unweighted tensor product problems. In Section 3 we discuss similarities and di erences between WTP and Smolyak's algorithms in more detail.
We study tractability and strong tractability of fS d g by checking when there exist WTP algorithms that are polynomial, i.e., when the number of evaluations used by certain WTP algorithms needed to compute an "-approximation is polynomial in 1=" and d. Thus, our approach is constructive. The e ciency of WTP algorithms depends greatly on the weight sequence d;j and on the class of permissible information operations.
Consider rst the case of unrestricted information all for which we can use arbitrary linear functionals as information evaluations. In this case, the problem of approximating linear functionals S d is trivial since we can now compute S d (f). Obviously, S d is a linear functional i the same holds for S. Therefore we assume that the rank S is at least 2. We then choose the parameters of the WTP algorithm in such a way that it is optimal in the class of all algorithms using functionals from all . Hence, tractability or strong tractability of fS d g is equivalent to whether this optimal WTP algorithm is polynomial or strongly polynomial.
We provide a necessary and su cient condition for strong tractability. It is expressed in terms of the sequence of weights d;j and the sequence of singular values of the operator S. We obtain the "-exponent of strong tractability, see Theorem 1. Roughly speaking, strong tractability holds if both sequences go to zero polynomially fast, and the faster their convergence to zero, the smaller the "-exponent of strong tractability. In particular, if the sequence of weights goes to zero at least as fast as the sequence of singular values, then the 3 number of evaluations for arbitrary d is of the same order as for d = 1. We also obtain relations between tractability and strong tractability. For general weights, these concepts are di erent. If, however, the weights d;j do not essentially depend on d, then tractability is equivalent to strong tractability.
Consider now the case of restricted information std for which we can only use function or derivative evaluations. Since approximating linear functionals is no longer trivial, we now allow S to be a linear operator of arbitrary rank. we choose a particular WTP algorithm. We are not sure if this choice is optimal. We prove that this WTP algorithm is polynomial if the sequence of singular values goes polynomially to zero (which is necessary for tractability of fS d g) and if the sequence of weights converges su ciently fast to zero. Since we are not sure whether the parameters of this WTP algorithm have been chosen optimally, we believe that the assumption on the behavior of the weight sequence is too severe. We illustrate this point by the integration example from 10]. As we already indicated for d;j = j the condition P 1 j=1 j < 1 implies that the integration problem is strongly tractable with the "-exponent in 1; 2]. If we assume that P 1 j=1 1=2 j < 1 then the WTP algorithm is polynomial and its "-exponent is at most 2. If we additionally assume that P 1 j=1 1=3 j < 1 then its "-exponent is 1. Hence, for P 1 j=1 1=3 j < 1 we have a constructive algorithm which solves the integration problem with minimal "-exponent. However , it is open whether the WTP algorithm minimizes the "-exponent for P 1 j=1 q j < 1 with q > 1=3.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides basic de nitions of weighted tensor product spaces, multivariate problems and their tractability and strong tractability as well as polynomial-time algorithms. Section 3 provides the de nition and basic properties of WTP algorithms. The results for unrestricted class all of information are in Section 4, and results for restricted class std are in Section 5. Speci c applications in Section 6 conclude the paper.
Formulation of the Problem
In this section, we de ne a weighted tensor product problem for a class of functions of d variables. We also de ne information and algorithms as well as their costs and errors. Tractability concepts will be also de ned in this section. We begin with the scalar case, d = 1. 
Moreover, when S is a functional, then the right-hand side inequality in (2) becomes an equality. Indeed, for f 2 F we have
6 which proves the right hand side of (2).
To prove the left hand side, note that kh k F = kh k F 1 = h (0) = 1. Hence, kSk F !G kSh k G . Take now f 2 F with kfk F = 1 and kSfk G = kSk F!G . Since 
for all x = x 1 ; : : : ; S:
Let us recall that for linear operators T k , T = N d k=1 T k is a linear operator such that
We illustrate the multivariate case for the example from Section 2.1. 
Example (continued)
We
Tractability and Polynomial-Time Algorithms
The problem studied in this paper is to approximate the solution elements S d f by linear algorithms A that use nitely many linear functionals as information about f. That is, We study the worst case setting in which the error of A is de ned as e(A; S d ) = sup (9) i.e., it is the (operator) norm kS d ? Ak
For n = 0 we set A = 0 and e(0;
is the initial error for approximating S d without sampling the function.
We would like to reduce the initial error by a factor ", where " 2 (0; 1). That is, we seek an algorithm A for which (13) 1 As it is well known, the restriction to linear algorithms and nonadaptive information is without loss of generality for linear problems de ned over Hilbert spaces in the worst case setting. Then, assuming that precomputation is allowed, the cost of computing A(f) is equal to the computation of n functionals L i (f) as well as performing n multiplications and n ? 1 additions in the space G. For simplicity, we take n as the cost of A, see e.g., 13] for more details. The in ma of q and p for which (13) 
Weighted Tensor Product Algorithms
In this section, we de ne a class of weighted tensor product algorithms (or WTP algorithms, for short) for approximation of the weighted multivariate solution operator S d . These algorithms depend on a number of parameters. Our main issue will be to nd out when there exist WTP algorithms that are polynomial, or even strongly polynomial. As we shall see, this will depend, in particular, on the sequence of weights d;k .
As already mentioned in the introduction, WTP algorithms are related to the algorithm proposed by Smolyak 11] for (unweighted) tensor product problems. In Remark 1 we discuss similarities and di erences between them.
We now de ne WTP algorithms. As Smolyak's algorithm, they are based on a sequence of algorithms for the scalar cases. Hence, we start with algorithms for the spaces F . Let fU n; g be a sequence of algorithms of the form (8) for approximation of the operator S : F ! G. That is, U n; (f) = n X i=1 a n; ;i L n; ;i (f) (14) for some elements a n; ;i of G and some continuous linear functionals L n; ;i from the class .
For n = 0, we set U 0; = 0. Observe that the cost of U n; is n.
We remark that since the spaces F di er from the space F only by a one dimensional space spanned by h , it is usually enough to have algorithms for approximating the operator S over the space F and then properly extend these algorithms to the spaces F . Indeed, if fB n g is such a sequence for the space F then we may set U 1; (f) = f(0)Sh ; and
In this case, U n; does not depend on . Observe that U n; is well de ned since f ?f(0)h 2 F and B n?1 (f ? f(0)h ) makes sense. The information used by U n; consists of one function value f(0) and the information used by B n?1 . Since the functional L, L(f) = f(0), belongs to both classes std and all , the information used by U n; belongs to the same class as the information used by B n?1 . The number of information evaluations used by U n; is at most n.
We assume that the errors of U n; given by (14) converge to zero. That is,
For fU n; g given by (15) , this is equivalent to assuming that
since kS ? U n; k F !G = p kS ? B n?1 k F!G for n 2:
For each weight , we assume that we have an increasing sequence of integers m 0; = 0 < m 1; = 1 < m 2; < < m i; ; 
Observe that P j i=1 i; = U m j; ; and U m j; ; (f) converges to S(f) for every f 2 F .
We are ready to consider the multivariate case. Let IN d + be the set of vectors~i = i 1 ; : : : ; i d ] with positive integer coe cients i k . To stress their role, we shall refer to them as multi-indices. By jĩj we mean P d k=1 i k .
Let fP n;d g be a sequence of subsets of IN d + such that P n;d consists of n multi-indices, P n;d P n+1;d and S n P n;d = IN d + . Each set P n;d may depend on all weights d;k for k = 1; 2; : : : ; d.
By the weighted tensor product (WTP) algorithm we mean the sequence of algorithms
The WTP algorithm depends on a number of parameters. First of all, it depends on the sequence of weights d;k , the sequence of cardinalities m i; d;k , as well as the sequence of sets P n;d . It also depends on one-dimensional algorithms U n; d;k . By varying these parameters we obtain the class of WTP algorithms.
Since lim j!1 P j i=1 m i; (f) = Sf for every f 2 F , we have
This yields
Therefore the error of A n;d is bounded by e(A n;d ; S d )
This formula suggests that a good choice for P n;d is the set of n multi-indices~i which correspond to the n largest norms of N d k=1 i k ; d;k .
We now discuss the special case when S is a continuous linear functional. Of course, then G = G d = IR and S d is also a continuous linear functional. Since the case of = all is now trivial, we consider only = std . When S d is a functional, some properties of the WTP algorithm can be strengthened under the following additional assumptions. We assume that the algorithms U n; are de ned by (15) , i.e., in terms of algorithms B n . Assume also that the information used by the algorithms B n is nested, i.e., the evaluation points used by the information for B n are contained in the set of evaluation points used by the information for B n+1 for all n 1. Finally, assume that the algorithms B n are central, i.e., they minimize the error for all information values. For more explanation and illustration of these assumptions we refer to 14]. The following result can easily be derived using a proof technique from Lemma 6 in 14]. Namely, under the three assumptions mentioned above, the worst case error of A n;d for approximating a linear functional S d satis es the following equality
We end this section by the following remark. 
and its cardinality n = q d ! . Hence, n = n(q) varies only through the changes of q. For large d, the sequence n(q) has huge gaps, and the Smolyak algorithm is only useful for a few initial q = d; d + 1; : : :. For example, consider multivariate integration with d = 360 which models collateralized mortgage obligations in nance, see 5, 7, 8] . Then n(360) = 1, n(361) = 361, n(362) = 65 341; n(363) = 7 906 261 and n(364) = 719 469 751, and probably only four initial values of q can be computationally realized. This undesirable property makes the practicality of the Smolyak algorithm questionable for large d, see 2] where this point is also mentioned.
Furthermore, as shown in 14], even though we may use optimal information for d = 1, the information used for d 2 in the Smolyak algorithm is not optimal. However, the loss due to the use of nonoptimal information is not very signi cant.
Modi cations of the Smolyak algorithm have been proposed in the literature. For instance, in 3] the cardinality m i is dependent on the coordinates, i.e., m i;k is used for the kth coordinate, and the choice of m i;k is based on error estimates. This decreases the gaps in the cardinalities of the sets P n;d .
The Smolyak algorithm is also known in the literature as Boolean interpolation, discrete blending algorithm, hyperbolic cross points, and sparse grids algorithm, see, e.g., 2, 14] .
The WTP algorithm proposed in this paper not only deals with weighted tensor products. It also uses a di erent and much more exible selection of multi-indicesĩ in the P n;d sets. In particular, as we shall see in Section 4, the cardinality of the set P n;d may be equal to n for arbitrary d, so that there is no gap in the cardinalities of the algorithms A n;d . Furthermore, optimality of information is preserved if the parameters of the WTP algorithm are carefully chosen. Hence, the WTP algorithm can be more e cient than the Smolyak algorithm even for the unweighted case.
4 Class all
In this section, we study the WTP algorithm for the class all = F d of all continuous linear functionals. We show that with a proper selection of the parameters, the WTP algorithm is optimal and, hence, is strongly polynomial (or polynomial) i the problem fS d g is strongly tractable (or tractable). We also nd conditions on tractability and strong tractability of fS d g.
We specify the form of the WTP algorithm by assuming that the algorithms U n; of (14) have the form U n; (f) = We take for P n;d the sets of n multi-indices~i j which correspond to the n largest eigenvalues ~i j ;~ . That is, P n;d = f~i 1 ;~i 2 ; : : : ;~i n g:
This completes the construction of a WTP algorithm, and we have
This WTP algorithm is the projection of S d to the n dimensional subspace spanned by eigenelements of the operators W d which corresponds to the n largest eigenvalues of W d .
Clearly, the cost of A n;d is n. We are ready to present necessary and su cient conditions on strong tractability of the problem fS d g. Theorem Hence, the problem fS d g is strongly tractable and since p can be arbitrarily close to p = 2 maxfp ; p g, the "-exponent of strong tractability is at most p . From the rst part of the proof we know that the "-exponent is at least p . Therefore p is the "-exponent. This completes the proof.
2
The rst part of Theorem 1 states that Sh = 0 implies intractability for all S of rank 2.
In this case, the weights d;j do not play any role since they are multipliers in the sequence of singular values of S d and they cancel when we consider the reduction of the initial error.
The problem then becomes \unweighted". We add that tractability issues for unweighted problems with S of rank 1 in the class std are quite complicated and rich in possibility, see 4, 14] .
The second part of Theorem 1 states necessary and su cient conditions on strong tractability and provides the "-exponent of strong tractability. Strong tractability is equivalent to the fact that the sum-exponents of the two sequences are nite. The rst sequence is the sequence of weights. Hence, the weights must go polynomially to zero and the speed of their convergence a ects the "-exponent of strong tractability. The second sequence is the sequence of one dimensional singular values of the operator. Clearly, they must go polynomially to zero to even guarantee that the one dimensional problem is tractable.
The "-exponent of strong tractability is p = 2 maxfp ; p g. Observe that 2p measures the speed of convergence for the one dimensional case, and p 2p simply states that there is no way to beat the complexity for the one dimensional case. If p p then the a ect of arbitrary dimension is negligible and the complexity for arbitrary dimension d behaves essentially as for d = 1. If, however, p > p then we still have strong tractability but the multivariate complexity is larger than the one dimensional complexity.
For example, consider k = (k ?2r ) which corresponds to many practical problems de ned over spaces with r times di erentiable functions. Then 2p = 1=r is the usual exponent of the one dimensional complexity. Consider now the weights d;k = (k ?2m ) with the constants in the Theta notation independent of d and k. Then 2p = 1=m and p = maxfr ?1 ; m ?1 g. Hence, for m r the e ect of dimension is negligible.
We also remark that the "-exponent p may be equal to 0. This happens if both weights and singular values tend to zero faster than polynomial. For instance, this is the case for exponential weights and singular values, i.e., sequences of the form k with 2 0; 1).
We now discuss tractability of the problem fS d g. As already mentioned in the proof of Theorem 1, p < 1 is also a necessary condition for tractability. However, the problem fS d g may be tractable for p = 1. It may happen even for an operator S of rank two. Indeed, assume for simplicity that S Sh = h , i.e., = 1, and that the eigenvalues of W in (1) are 1 = 2 = 1 and i = 0 for all i 3. For a positive q, de . Then all vectors~i belong to the set in (32). Hence,
Substituting " we get
This means that p < 1, and completes the proof.
5 Arbitrary Class
In this section we study a WTP algorithm whose information about f is not necessarily
given by the values of inner-products with the eigenelements of W . We also assume that the algorithms U n; which are used in the WTP algorithm are given by (15) . Hence, the information used by the WTP algorithm is the same as the information used by the algorithms B n which may be from the class all or std . Of course, the more interesting case is when B n uses information from the class std since then the results of the previous section do not apply. The analysis of the WTP algorithm will now be di erent than in the previous section, that is, it will be not based on the spectrum of W .
We assume that we know a sequence fB n g, B 0 = 0, of algorithms such that B n is of the form (14) and satis es (17) . We stress that the cost of B n is n. We also assume that there exists a sequence m 0 = 0 < m 1 = 1 < < m k < 
for some D 2 (0; 1) and some nonnegative C and p. To satisfy (35) for nontrivial problems, we need to assume that kSh k G > 0. This condition is necessary for tractability for all operators S of rank at least 2, see Theorem 1. As will be explained at the end of Section 6, the conditions (35) and (36) hold with p = 1=r whenever the nth minimal error e(n) = e(n; S; F)
is bounded by e(n; S; F) = O n ?r :
Recall that by the de nition, e(n; S; F) = inf fe(A; S) : A uses n function evaluationsg :
Let U i; be given by (15) and i; by (19). Since neither U i; nor i; depend on , we shall denote them in this section by U i and i , respectively. Then 1 (f) = U 1 (f) = f(0)Sh , its cost is 1, and (2) As in (21) we have
To nish the construction of the WTP algorithm we need to de ne the sets P(n; d) of multi-indices~i. A good idea would be to select~i's which correspond to the largest numbers b(d;~i). It turns out that we can do better by selecting the largest \weighted" b(d;~i ). This ; 8 k:
The set P(n; d) is now given as P(n; d) = fĩ 1 ;~i 2 ; : : : ;~i n g; and the corresponding WTP algorithm takes the form
To guarantee that the WTP algorithm computes an "-approximation, " 2 (0; 1), we need ! : therefore natural to de ne them such that the WTP algorithm is strongly polynomial and its "-exponent is minimized.
To nd out when the WTP algorithm is strongly polynomial, we recall Theorem 1 where it is proved that a necessary condition for strong tractability for all operators of rank at least 2 is that the sum-exponent p is nite. Hence, we assume that p < 1. As we shall see in the next theorem, we will need to assume that p is su ciently small. The sum-exponent p is de ned by (27). For simplicity we assume that If (52) does not hold then it is enough to increase p by an arbitrarily small number.
We will be using the WTP algorithm with 
2
We now comment on the assumption (54) that p < s=2. Recall that s is de ned by (44) and s = 2 for the functional case, and s = 1 for the general case.
For the functional case, we thus assume that p < 1. It seems to us that a slightly relaxed inequality p 1 is needed. Indeed, observe that in the analysis of the WTP algorithm we only use its global error properties represented by the parameters p, D and the weights d;k .
The structure of the spaces F d did not play any role. Hence, in particular, we may use the weighted Sobolev spaces and multivariate integration as in 10]. In 10] it is proved that p 1 is a necessary and su cient condition for quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms to be strongly polynomial. Although quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms are not optimal (central) algorithms it is widely believed that they are optimal modulo a multiplicative factor. If so, the condition p 1 is needed for strong tractability. It is, therefore, maybe not surprising that we need to assume that p < 1 for the WTP algorithm to be strongly polynomial.
The discrepancy between the two inequalities p < 1 and p 1 is probably caused by the presence of the parameter in (43) which makes the analysis of the WTP algorithm much easier. We believe that a more re ned analysis may allow to take = 0 with the same conclusion that p 1 implies that the WTP algorithm is strongly polynomial.
For the general case, we need to assume that p < 1=2. We do not know if this condition may be relaxed in general. If the condition p < 1=2 cannot be relaxed then this may indicate a shortcoming of the WTP algorithm de ned by (45) and (53).
We now discuss the bound (55) on the "-exponent of the WTP algorithm. Since can be arbitrarily small, the bound (55) roughly states that we can achieve the "-exponent max ( 
Applications
In this section, we illustrate the general results by applying them to the integration and function approximation problems discussed in the Example from previous sections. We will also use two di erent families of sequences . Recall that in the Example, we consider functions of regularity r = 1. At the end of the section, we will brie y show how these results extend for the class of functions with higher regularity r. Although r = 1 is a special case of r 1, we present the case r = 1 separately since it is simpler and the algorithms and their error formulas are more explicit.
Recall that the Example deals with functions from the following class F F = ff : 0; 1] ! IR : f(0) = 0; f is abs. cont., kf 0 k 2 1g with kgk 
We begin with the approximation problem. Consider m 1 = 1 and m i = 1+2 We now turn to more smooth classes of functions. Consider the following class F: It is clear that similar results can be obtained for more general domains D, more general spaces F and solution operators S. What is really needed is the rate of convergence of the minimal errors e(n) after n evaluations. As long as we know that e(n) = O(n ?r ) then p 1=r.
For linear functionals (such as integration), we also need nested information. The nested information can be obtained by adding the information already used at previous steps. More precisely, suppose that the optimal information N i of cardinality, say, 2 i?2 is not nested and the error of the central algorithm using N i is of order 2 ?r(i?2) for some positive r. To obtain the nested information we add to N i all the previous information N k with k i so that with the evaluation at zero, m i 1 + P i k=1 2 k?2 = 2 i?1 . Of course, any central algorithm B m i ?1 that uses this nested information has error of order m ?r i . By taking D = 2 ?r in (35) and (36), we have p = 1=r. Hence, we lose only a multiplicative factor and we have the same p for optimal and nested information.
We plan to implement the WTP algorithm and we hope that in the process of implementation we will learn how to select the parameters of the WTP algorithm to make it more e cient. We will report on the results of implementation of the WTP algorithm in the future.
